
1. In 1783 Francisco Bouligny destroyed a community of these people based between Lake Pontchartrain and 

the Rigolets [RIG-uh-leez]. Many of these people were hypothesized to be afflicted with “drapetomania” and 

in the 18th and early 19th century, North Carolinian militias failed several times to expel a sizable community 

of these people from the (*) Great Dismal Swamp. A man named Peg Leg Joe supposedly helped guide some of 

these people by teaching them songs like “Follow the Drinkin’ Gourd” and groups of these people living in isolated 

settlements were known as maroons. For 10 points, name these people who often escaped from plantations in the 

American South via the Underground Railroad. 

ANSWER: runaway slaves [accept equivalents like escaped slaves; accept maroons before mentioned; prompt on 

just slaves] 

 

2. A manager of this team resigned despite winning the season after his affair with a physiotherapist’s wife 

was revealed. Returning home from playing the Serbian Red Star Belgrade, eight players for this team died 

in a plane crash in the Munich Air Disaster, which their manager rebuilt as an offensive-focused squad. This 

team scored two goals in three minutes of injury time to win the 1999 Champions’ League final, completing 

the treble; that season was also the last of 9 that keeper (*) Kasper Schmeichel played for this team. This team 

has played in the same large stadium, Old Trafford, for 109 years, and they won 38 trophies under manager Sir Alex 

Ferguson. Players on this team’s current squad include Fred, Jesse Lingard, and Paul Pogba. For 10 points, name 

this team which has won the Premier League 13 times and competes with a “City” team in the same town. 

ANSWER: Manchester United F.C. (prompt on just Manchester) 

 

3. A song by (G)I-dle about this kind of person features a rap verse that slowly goes off beat and repeats the 

words “love you so”. A song featuring Pharell Williams about this kind of person repeats the line “it feels like 

something's heating up, can I leave with you” in a call-and response outro; that song’s chorus includes the 

lyrics (*) “I feel for you, you deal with things, that you don't have to” after this word. The first verse in a song about 

this kind of person describes “sapphire moonlight, we danced for hours in the sand, tequila sunrise”. The two artists 

on that song sing “I wish I could pretend I didn’t need ya, but every touch is ooh-la-la-la, it's true, la-la-la”. For 10 

points, identify this Spanish word that titles a song by Shawn Mendes and Camila Cabello.  

ANSWER: “Señorita” 

 

4. In a novel titled for this character, Harun is arrested for killing a European shortly after the signing of a 

cease-fire. That novel titled for this character reveals the name of the narrator’s dead brother to be Musa and 

is by Kamel Daoud. This character’s only knowledge of their father is a story in which he got sick before 

attending an execution. This character goes for a swim and sees a Fernandel movie the day after arriving 

back home on a bus from (*) Marengo. This frequenter of Céleste’s café helps Raymond take revenge on his 

girlfriend before an event in which the sun dazzles this character as he fires five bullets on a beach. For 10 points, 

name this character sentenced to death for killing an Algerian in Albert Camus’ The Stranger.  

ANSWER: Meursault [prompt on the stranger or the outsider or l’étranger before read and ask for his name; accept 

The Meursault Investigation] 

 

5. A Pokémon that is part dragon and part this type has the highest base stats of any Pokémon in any form, 

and is also the first legendary of this type. The mascot of the fansite that runs a “university” and uses 

Pokémon Showdown officially is this type, while the most popular Pokémon wiki is named for a Pokémon 

that is both Grass type and this type. Both leaders of the (*) Fuschia City Gym were ninja-themed trainers of this 

type. Moves of this type and steel are super effective against Fairy type Pokémon. The Nidoran family is Ground 

and this type, which is shared by the snake Pokémon Ekans and Arbok. For 10 points, name this Pokémon type of 

Koffing and Weezing, which uses moves like Sludge Bomb and Toxic and is represented by the colour purple. 

ANSWER: Poison 

 



6. After moving in with another woman, this character begins avoiding her in a nearby park because of her 

embarrassing running form. Christina Applegate played this character’s “other sister” who comes over for 

Thanksgiving. In one episode, this character hires Tag as an executive assistant over a more qualified woman 

because they are attracted to Tag. An episode featuring an “evil orthodontist” introduced a shaggy (*) haircut 

named for this character that would be difficult for people in real life to maintain. During the season 4 finale, a man 

accidentally says this character’s name instead of Emily during a wedding, instantly ruining his relationship with his 

fiance; that episode is part of a series-long off and on relationship this character would have by a man played by 

David Schwimmer. For 10 points, name this member of the Central Perk Six on Friends, played by Jennifer 

Aniston. 

ANSWER: Rachel Karen Green 

 

7. An extremely fast quantum kind of one of these programs developed by Cambridge Quantum 
Computing that automatically performs routing is called t|ket⟩ [ticket]. Free Pascal is one of these 
programs designed with the principle of WOCA. The LLVM project has created several analysis 
programs and one of these programs for front end use with C and C++, called (*) Clang. These programs 

optimize their input by removing dead variables and unreachable code in dead code removal. Creating one of these 

programs that operates on the language it is written in is called bootstrapping. One type of these programs which 

creates a binary file to be used natively is called AOT, while another type that operates during run time is called 

just-in-time. For 10 points, name these programs which translate code from a programming language into executable 

code. 

ANSWER: compiler  

 

8. A richly adorned matador with a black headpiece lights a cigarette in this artist’s After the Bullfight, 

painted during a stay in Seville. This painter advised Henry and Louisine Havemeyer about their art 

collection, much of which is now housed at the Metropolitan Museum. A Brussels Griffon dog and a girl 

lounge on the title objects in this painter’s (*) Little Girl in a Blue Armchair. A woman in black uses opera 

glasses at the Palais Garnier while she herself is being watched by a man in the background in this artist’s In the 

Loge. A jug with a painted flower appears in the bottom left corner of a work by this artist, where a woman in a 

striped dress holds a child with a loincloth and washes their feet. For 10 points, name this American impressionist 

painter of many domestic scenes such as The Child’s Bath. 

ANSWER: Mary Cassatt 

 

9. Leslie McCall has discussed three approaches to this concept like “anti categorical complexity” and has 

analyzed its relationship to economic inequality in Complex Inequality. The paper that introduced this 

concept analyzed the loss of the plaintiffs in the court case DeGraffenreid v. General Motors. Modern scholars 

like Avtar Brah see an abolitionist speech given in Akron, Ohio as a predecessor to this idea. That speech 

titles the book (*) Ain’t I A Woman, in which bell hooks criticizes contemporary feminism for a lack of 

consideration of this concept, whose name was coined by Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw. For 10 points, name this 

concept from modern feminism, which describes multiple layers of oppression depending on one’s different 

identities like class, race, and gender. 

ANSWER: intersectionality 

 

10. Two people working on this movie created a hashtag that claims its antagonist “DemandsYourSilence”, 

and hid its title in an image with the caption “look hard”. The company that marketed this movie was 

criticized for not giving Danai Gurira top billing. After his friend is called a dickhead, a character in this 

movie yells at a player called (*) Noobmaster69. In San Francisco, a character in this movie searches a list of 

names printed on the Wall of the Vanished. A character in this movie who just escaped the quantum realm appears 

on a surveillance camera in front of a building, explaining to two people inside how they had met at a German 



airport. A man in this movie records messages to Pepper Potts with the helmet from his metal suit. For 10 points, 

name this 2019 movie which set the new record for total box office gross, and is set after the events of Infinity War. 

ANSWER: Avengers: Endgame or Avengers 4 

 

11. The 2013 Supreme Court decision Mutual v. Bartlett found that makers of these products could not be 

held liable under state law for inadequate safety warnings. These products were the main focus of Ranbaxy, 

whose fraudulent practices were documented by journalist Katherine Eban. The first of these products to file 

a paragraph IV exemption are granted a 180 day market exclusivity under the 1984 (*) Hatch-Waxman Act, 

whose passage caused an explosion of growth in the production of these products. Under the FDA, these products 

are required to demonstrate bioequivalence within 80-125%, but are not required to pass animal testing or clinical 

trials. For 10 points, name this group of products, the affordable versions of brand-name products such as 

atorvastatin or ibuprofen. 

ANSWER: generic drugs [prompt on pharmaceuticals or drugs] 

 

12. The quasi-classical states of this system have measurable energy values with probabilities following a 

Poisson distribution. Those states are the eigenvalues of an operator on this system whose commutator with 

its Hermitian adjoint is equal to the identity operator. A 1-D lattice of these systems exhibiting nearest-

neighbour interactions is able to exhibit excitations corresponding to phonons. The eigenvalue problem 

associated with this system has solutions equal to a (*) Hermite polynomial times a Gaussian, which can be most 

simply found using Dirac’s ladder operator method. The energy levels admitted by this system are evenly spaced, 

and have energies equal to positive half-integers times h-bar times omega. For 10 points, name this simple quantum 

system with a quadratic potential in terms of position. 

Answer: quantum harmonic oscillator [accept QHO; prompt on harmonic oscillator; do not accept or prompt on 

“simple harmonic oscillator” or “SHO”] 

 

13. Two characters in a story by this author refer to each other as “Temple One” and “Temple Two” and  

describe meeting a hermaphrodite at a fair. This author of “A Temple of the Holy Ghost” wrote a story in 

which a character asks to borrow matches from a man reading a newspaper, only to realize that he quit 

smoking months earlier. A character in a story by this author buys an ugly purple and green (*) hat and is 

later smacked for giving a boy a penny. Red Sammy says the title phrase of a story by this author in which the 

grandmother’s family crashes on the side of the road before meeting the Misfit. For 10 points, name this Southern 

short story writer of “Everything that Rises Must Converge” and “A Good Man is Hard to Find.” 

ANSWER: Flannery O’Connor 

 

14. Michael Pursell claimed in a 1988 essay that this movie showed “war and pornography as facets of the 

same system.” At one point in this movie, one character leads a group of others in a rendition of “Happy 

Birthday” on Christmas Day. After one character in this movie discovers a (*) jelly doughnut, he forces a group 

of people to do a series of pushups. One character in this movie kills another in a washroom after being asked if his 

mommy and daddy gave him enough attention and what his major malfunction is. In this movie, recruit Leonard 

Lawrence is nicknamed Private Pyle by the cruel drill instructor Gunnery Sergeant Hartman. For 10 points, name 

this Stanley Kubrick movie about the Vietnam War. 

ANSWER: Full Metal Jacket 

 

15. In their autobiography, this player admitted that they almost comitted suicide after missing playoffs when 

his coach resigned during the pre-season; this player, the author of Bad As I Wanna Be, was then traded to 

San Antonio to play with David Robinson. In a precursor to the Hack-a-Shaq strategy, Bubba Wells fouled 

this player intentionally six times in 3 minutes. The (*) Bulls traded Will Purdue for this player to replace the 

retiring Horace Grant, where he put up record number boards with Scottie Pippen and Michael Jordan. For 10 



points, name this eccentric NBA player, a power forward who led the league seven seasons in a row in rebounds, 

who claims to be “friends for life” with Kim-Jung Un. 

ANSWER: Dennis Rodman 

 

16. This deity told a farmer to hang a rope of straw over his door to prevent the plague, a tradition that 

continues to this day. This deity was once punished by having their hair shorn, and his finger and toe-nails 

pulled out before being thrown out of heaven. This deity turned their future wife into a comb to save her 

from an (*) eight-headed dragon, which he then plied with sake and slew, before finding the blade “Grass-Cutter” 

in its body. This god was created from the pollutants of Yomi as their father washed out his nose. After losing a 

contest to their sister, this kami threw a flayed horse at her, causing her to hide in a cave. For 10 points, name this 

Shinto god of the sea and storms, the brother of Amaterasu. 

ANSWER: Susanoo-no-Mitaki 

 

17. After Ed Boon shared concept art featuring this character kneeing Scorpion in the face, a NetherRealms 

studio employee confirmed that this character would not appear in Mortal Kombat 11, despite popular 

petitions. In one movie, after a friend burps, this character turns around and smirks while asking “are you 

challenging me”. Memes about this character’s abilities pretend to be behind-the-scenes interviews with (*) 

Freddie Prinze Jr., Sarah Michelle Gellar, and Linda Cardellini. In one meme, this character says “heh, like, not bad 

man, you made me use 10% of my power”. Previously voiced by Casey Kasem, this character was played in two 

movies by Matthew Lillard, and they debuted along with their canine best friend in a show subtitled Where Are 

You?. For 10 points, name this stoner-ish member of the Mystery Squad, the best friend of Scooby. 

ANSWER: Norville “Shaggy” Rogers [accept either part individually, but Shaggy is the main answerline] 

 

18. A song by this group uses a tuned up sample of the piano track from the Charmels song “As Long As I’ve 

Got You”. A song by this group includes the lyrics “it's been twenty-two long hard years/I'm still strugglin”. 

Members of this group released solo albums like Tikal, Fishscale, and Only Built 4 Cuban Linx. Another song 

by this group, referenced by Das Racist, includes the lyrics “I grew up on the crime side/the New York Times 

side” and “the (*) combination made my eyes bleed”. The debut album by this group, which begins with the song 

“Bring the Ruckus”, is subtitled 36 Chambers; that album features a song in which Method Man repeats “dollar 

dollar bill y’all”. For 10 points, name this group the described how “cash rules everything around me” who should 

not be fucked with. 

ANSWER: Wu-Tang Clan 

 

19.  The protagonist of a show with this name meets a man online named Arthur who is framed for the 

murder of a business partner. The tiles in a ceiling flip into financial statistics as the protagonist of a movie 

with this name looks up while stock trading after obtaining money from a shady Russian man. The 

protagonist of a show with this name wakes up to find Senator (*) Eddie Morra in his room. Eddie himself was 

the protagonist of a film   with this name based on the novel The Dark Fields. In a movie with this name similar in 

plot to Luc Besson’s Lucy, a down-on-his-luck author in New York turns his life around after acquiring NZT-48. 

For 10 points, name this title that is shared by a show starring Jake McDorman that ran for one season on CBS, and 

a thriller movie starring Bradley Cooper about a drug that allows him to fully utilize his brain. 

ANSWER: Limitless 

 

20. Huang Chao worked as a smuggler of this substance before leading a rebellion that captured Chang’an 

and helped end the Tang dynasty. Marco Polo commented on this commodity’s production at Yangzhou, and 

several ancient centers of this commodity’s production are marked by red hills in East Anglia and Essex. Huo 

Guang compiled a series of debates on (*) iron and this commodity. This commodity was often produced from 

areas called sabkhas such as at Taghaza. The suffix -wich denotes a former center of this commodity in Britain, 



while in France a hated tax on this commodity was known as the gabelle. For 10 points, name this commodity often 

traded across the Sahara for gold, a common seasoning and preservative.  

ANSWER: salt 

 

Bonuses 

 

1. A hallucination of this character portrayed by Amanda Seyfried prevents her best friend from being killed in a bus 

crash. For 10 points each: 

[10] Name this Neptune resident, whose death is investigated by her best friend and revealed to have been 

perpetrated by her boyfriend Logan’s father. 

ANSWER: Lilly Kane [prompt on “Kane”] 

[10] Lilly Kane is a character in this show about an eponymous teenaged private investigator. A film sequel to this 

show was funded through Kickstarter, and a fourth season was released on Hulu 12 years after the end of the third 

season. 

ANSWER: Veronica Mars 

[10] Veronica Mars is portrayed by this actor, whose voice work includes Gossip Girl and Anna in Frozen. She 

currently plays Eleanor in The Good Place. 

ANSWER: Kristen Bell 

 

2. After missing a train, this player legendarily got frostbite and crashed twice while driving a limo through a 

snowstorm to reach a game against the Montreal Maroons. For 10 points each, 

[10] Name this number 2-wearing player known as the “Edmonton Express.” This player won 4 Hart trophies during 

his NHL career, the most of any defenseman. 

ANSWER: Eddie Shore 

[10] Eddie Shore played for this team. Other superstar defensemen for this archrival of the Montreal Canadiens have 

included Zdeno Chara, Ray Bourque, and Bobby Orr. 

ANSWER: The Boston Bruins [accept either underlined] 

[10] Eddie Shore played most of his career under this 3-time Stanley Cup-winning coach and general manager of the 

Bruins. This coach’s name appears on the annual award given to the top point-scorer in the NHL. 

ANSWER Art Ross 

 

3. Three workers died from “caisson disease” during the construction of this structure, which was later found to be 

decompression sickness. For 10 points each, 

[10] Name this structure, construction of which killed its designer John Augustus Roebling and temporarily 

paralyzed his son Washington.  

ANSWER: the Brooklyn Bridge 

[10] The opening of the Brooklyn Bridge was attended by this president, himself a former New York City lawyer. 

This president passed both the Pendleton Civil Service Reform Act and the Chinese Exclusion Act.  

ANSWER: Chester A. Arthur 

[10] Fears about the bridge’s stability were allayed when a parade led by this man’s elephant Jumbo crossed it. This 

partner of James Bailey allegedly stated that “there’s a sucker born every minute.” 

ANSWER: Phineas Taylor Barnum 

 

4. For ten points each, answer some questions about websites and apps on the other side of the Great Firewall of 

China.  

[10] Name this social media platform, often called the Chinese version of Twitter, which launched after other sites 

were blocked in August 2009 in response to riots in Xinjiang. Actress Xia Na and TV host He Jiong have over one 

hundred million followers on this site. 

ANSWER: Weibo 



[10] The world’s most prominent standalone app is this app published by Tencent. Initially used for just messaging, 

this app has expanded to ubiquitous uses like digital payment, but took an L when it was banned in India in June 

2020. 

ANSWER: WeChat  

[10] This website, home to blogs, photo sharing and a popular forum for gossip, was founded in 1999 has broken the 

Alexa top 50. This website was involved in exposing the Hanxin digital chip hoax and has its own crypto currency 

called its namesake “Token”. 

ANSWER: Tianya Club 

 

5. The bonding of these species follows the Jemmis mno rules. For 10 points each: 

[10] Name these ensembles of atoms or molecules that are typically larger than simple molecules but smaller than 

nanoparticles. Examples of these species include Zintl anions and carboranes. 

ANSWER: cluster compounds [accept atom clusters or microclusters or metal clusters] 

[10] The bulk phase of this material is likely dominated by short-lived W8 and W5 clusters, although clusters of up to 

700 molecules have been proposed to explain its temperature-dependent density, which is minimized at 4℃. 

ANSWER: liquid water or liquid H2O 

[10] This cluster compound was discovered by vaporizing carbon in supersonic helium. This soccer ball-shaped 

molecule has chemical formula C60 .  

ANSWER: buckminsterfullerene [accept buckyballs or (C60-Ih)[5,6]fullerene or Fullerene-C60 or [60]fullerene] 

 

6. In a scene in this movie, a character played by director Clint Eastwood teaches another how to talk “like a man” at 

a barbershop, which apparently just means being really racist. FTPE: 

[10] Name this movie, titled for the car that a Hmong teenager attempts to steal from Walt at the beginning of the 

movie, which begins an unlikely friendship. 

ANSWER: Gran Torino 

[10] Eastwood also directed and acted in Million Dollar Baby, which starred this actress as an amateur boxer trying 

to make it as a pro. This actress also starred as trans man Brandon Teena, a real life victim of hate crimes, in Boys 

Don’t Cry. 

ANSWER: Hilary Swank 

[10] Swank also acted in this Brian da Palma movie based on the real life sensationilized murder of Elizabeth Short. 

Swank’s character Madeline is met by one the main characters, an LAPD detective played by Josh Hartnett, at a 

lesbian stripclub in this movie. 

ANSWER: The Black Dahlia 

 

7. The subject of this song supposedly has 36-24-36 measurements and wears clothes that “make a old man wish for 

younger days”. FTPE: 

[10] Name this song, about a large and strong woman who is “mighty mighty, just letting it all hang out”. 

ANSWER: Brick House 

[10] Brick House by the Commodores features the singing of this artist, whose solo work includes All Night Long, 

Endless Love, and Say You, Say Me. 

ANSWER: Lionel Richie 

[10] A song with this name by Lionel Richie, which asks “is it me you're looking for”, gained attention on Vine after 

Adele released her own song with this name. That Adele song with this name repeats the line “I must’ve called a 

thousand times”. 

ANSWER: Hello 

 

8. The country-house panegyric was a popular genre for 17th century poets. For 10 points each, 

[10] This poet wrote of “fragrant gardens” and “shady woods” in “Upon Appleton House.” This poet is also known 

for “An Horatian Ode” addressing Cromwell, as well as a poem describing the growth of his “vegetable love.”  



ANSWER: Andrew Marvell 

[10] This poet addressed the birthplace of Sir Philip Sidney in “To Penshurst.” Besides his elegy for William 

Shakespeare, this poet is chiefly remembered for his plays Volpone and The Alchemist.  

ANSWER: Ben Jonson 

[10] This Cavalier poet addressed a friend’s estate in “To Saxham.” This author is also known for his erotic poem 

“A Rapture”.  

ANSWER: Thomas Carew [pronounced “Carey”] 

 

9. These people won several centuries of relative independence after the destruction of the Seven Cities in the 

Arauco War. For 10 points each: 

[10] Name these people, the victim of several massacres by Julio Roca during the Conquest of the Desert..  

ANSWER: Mapuche 

[10] During the Conquest of the Desert, this country displaced and destroyed Mapuche communities across 

Patagonia and fought several border clashes with its western neighbour, Chile. 

ANSWER: Argentina 

[10] Argentina’s rivalry with Chile intensified during a naval arms race that began when Brazil ordered three of 

these ships in 1904. These types of ships were named after a British vessel commissioned by Jacky Fisher. 

ANSWER: dreadnoughts 

 

10. In this character’s first appearance, his aria “Der Vogelfänger bin ich ja” is interspersed with him playing the 

ascending notes G, A, B, C, D followed by the orchestra playing a cadence. For 10 points each: 

[10] Name this character who, near the end of the opera in which he appears, plays the same five note motif while 

contemplating suicide because he cannot find a wife. 

ANSWER: Papageno 

[10] Papageno is given a set of bells to accompany Tamino on his quest. Tamino himself is given an enchanted one 

of these instruments by the Queen of the Night’s goons, naming the Mozart opera in which they appear. 

ANSWER: flute  

[10] In operatic performances, Papageno’s magic bells are played by this keyboard instrument. More famously, this 

instrument opens Tchaikovsky’s “Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy” 

ANSWER: celesta  

 

11. After Allah instructed Muhammed to this practice fifty times, Moses continually instructed him to negotiate for a 

lower, more reasonable number. For ten points each: 

[10] Name this practice, the second pillar of Islam, which is done while looking towards Mecca. The time to 

perform this practice is announced by a mu’azzin, who recites an adhan from the minaret of a mosque. Specific term 

required. 

ANSWER: salah or salat or namaz 

[10] Salah requires this number of prayers a day, the final result of Muhammed’s negotiation. This is also the 

number of pillars of Islam. 

ANSWER: five 

[10] The prayers in salah are made up of these individual parts, a combination of actions and words. These parts 

include bows, the takbir, standing, and reciting the first surah. 

ANSWER: rak’ah or rakat 

 

12. Rozsika Parker examined the history behind this art form in her 1984 book about [this craft] and the Making of 

the Feminine. For 10 points each: 

[10] Name this technique of stitching a decoration onto fabric. It often uses a wooden hoop, and has historically 

been considered a womanly domestic skill rather than fine art. 

ANSWER: embroidery [prompt on needlework] 



[10] Judy Chicago used traditional feminine crafts such as needlework and china painting to create this artwork 

celebrating famous women.  

ANSWER: The Dinner Party 

[10] Needlework also featured heavily in Chicago’s Birth Project, which consists of many of these items such as 

Birth Trinity. A set of works in this medium depict the five senses as well as a lady’s “sole desire”. 

ANSWER: tapestry 

 

13. Answer some questions about arguments for the existence of God that are at least stronger than Bill O’Reilly’s 

“tide goes in, tide goes out, you can’t explain that”. FTPE: 

[10] Name this argument, first formulated in the West by St. Anselm of Canterbury. This argument states that we 

cannot think of a being greater than God, and if our idea of God exists in our mind, it must exist in reality. 

Checkmate atheists. 

ANSWER: the ontological argument 

[10] If the ontological argument doesn’t float your boat, you can also try out this variant of the cosmological 

argument formulated by William Lane Craig based on medieval Muslim scholasticism. This argument states that 

anything begins to exist like the universe must have a cause and God exists outside the universe. Double checkmate. 

ANSWER: Kalām argument 

[10] Ok, let’s try out this argument, based on observed evidence of the deliberate design of the universe. This 

argument, often called the argument from “intelligent design”, has also been argued citing the natural laws of 

physics by thinkers like Isaac Newton. 

ANSWER: the watchmaker argument or physical-teleological argument 

 

14. Unlike the Characteristic function, this function does not always exist, nor is it always unique. For 10 points 

each: 

[10] Name this function that describes a probability distribution. It is named after a set of values that describe the 

distribution, which are equal to the nth derivative of this function at 0, and include the kurtosis and mean. 

Answer: moment-generating function or MGF 

[10] One distribution without an MGF is named after this mathematician and has a CDF proportional to the 

arctangent of x minus x-nought over gamma. With a German, he co-names an inequality on inner product spaces 

that has many applications in probability theory. 

Answer: Augustin-Louis Cauchy  

[10] The second moment of a distribution is this value, whose square root is the standard deviation. 

Answer: variance 

 

15. In the most famous sketch from this show, Mr. Garvey calls attendance to students he thinks are named “Jay-

quel-in”, “Buh-lock-ay”, “Dee-nice”, and “A-a-ron”. For ten points each: 

[10] Name this sketch show, which satirized racial stereotypes and starred two comedians who previously worked 

on MAD TV. 

ANSWER: Key & Peele 

[10] In a sketch, both Key and Peele play husbands complaining about their wives who look concernedly for them 

everytime they hesitantly say this word, despite recognizing they shouldn’t be. They find more and more isolated 

places as they recount using this word. 

ANSWER: Bitch 

[10] In another Key and Peele sketch, Jordan Peele plays a Raffi, a Dominican player for a baseball team who is 

obsessed with touching his teammates and saying this phrase. When defending himself, Raffi is informed he has said 

this phrase and hit them 427 times. 

ANSWER: slapass (pronounced as one word but accept slap ass) 

 



16. This thinker reinterpreted much of William Blake’s work in their debut publication, Fearful Symmetry. For 10 

points each: 

[10] Name this Canadian thinker who posited a “Theory of Myths” analogized to the four seasons in their Anatomy 

of Criticism.  

ANSWER: Northrop Frye 

[10] Frye divides tragic and comic mythological associations into the six categories that comprise this concept. This 

concept, first developed by Aristotle in the Historia Animalium, titles a work by Arthur Lovejoy. 

ANSWER: The Great Chain of Being 

[10] Frye defines the tragic mode as one in which this archetype, exemplified by Beowulf or Arthur, is separated 

from society. Joseph Cambell wrote about one of these archetypes “with a thousand faces.” 

ANSWER: hero 

 

17. Answer some questions about World War II’s effect on the NFL. For 10 points each, 

[10] Among the many personnel to enlist was George Halas, naval officer and coach of this team. Though he didn’t 

see action at the Battle of Midway, Halas had earlier been the architect of this team’s Monsters of the Midway 

defense. 

ANSWER: da Chicago Bears [accept either] 

[10] Due to roster depletion, the Pittsburgh Steelers were forced to merge with two different teams in 1943 and 1944 

respectively. Give the portmanteau nickname of either combined team. 

ANSWER: the Steagles or the Car-Pitts  

[10] The 1943 negotiations that led to the creation of the Steagles also mandated the use of this equipment for the 

first time. Ridell has made this concussion-reducing equipment since 1939. 

ANSWER: football helmets 

 

18. Vine videos brought new attention to this song by making jokes out of lead singer David Draiman’s “oooh wah-

ah-ah-ah” vocalization. For ten points each: 

[10] Name this song by Disturbed, which repeats “get up, come on, get” before the title lyrics. This song describes 

how “there is no turning back now” because “you've woken up the demon in me”. 

ANSWER: Down With the Sickness 

[10] Another early 00s metal song repurposed for short videos is this band’s song Chop Suey, which features the 

rapid fire lyrics “wake up, grab a brush and put a little makeup”. This band behind Toxicity and B.Y.O.B released an 

album cover that features a version of the Hollywood sign with their band name. 

ANSWER: System of a Down or S.O.A.D. 

[10] System of a Down third album, released after Toxicity, has an exclamation mark and tells you to do this action. 

The title command of this album is drawn in marker on the bottom of the disc, which did not come with cover art. 

ANSWER: Steal This Album! 

 

19. Before Oscar nominations for the far less humourous Joker, Todd Phillips was known for comedies like this 

series. FTPE: 

[10] Name this series, in which Justin Bartha’s character is constantly going missing. Chow suddenly dies of a 

cocaine overdose at the start of the second movie in this series. 

ANSWER: The Hangover Trilogy 

[10] The nice guy dentist Dr. Stu is played by Ed Helms, who played a very not nice guy named Andy Bernard on 

this show . Andy was introduced in the third season of this show as a replacement for Regional Director in Charge 

of Sales after Jim Halpert transferred away. 

ANSWER: The Office (U.S.) 

[10] Andy’s personality changes dramatically after undergoing this kind of process. A 2003 movie named for this 

kind of process sees Dave Buznik get tasered on a flight after an attendant upsets him. 

ANSWER: anger management (prompt on “therapy” and ask what kind) 



 

20. Enemies in this game do not have a health bar, but instead are defeated by knocking them off their balance 

before dealing a killing blow. FTPE: 

[10] Name this 2019 game, whose subtitle refers to the ability for the player to respawn if enough resurrection 

power has been gained by defeating enemies. 

ANSWER: Sekiro: Shadows Die Twice 

[10] Sekiro was created by Hidetaka Miyazaki, who is best known for developing this notoriously difficult and 

opaque series of games. The player of this series of games, which was preceded by a similar game partially title 

“Demon”, must defeat bosses possessed by the curse of Dark Sign. 

ANSWER: Dark Souls (accept Dank Souls) 

[10] Sekiro won Game of the Year at the Game Awards in 2019, which this game developed by Remedy was also 

nominated for. The player of this game explores in a skyscraper called The Oldest House, where they encounter 

bizarre rooms that defy physics that contain Altered World Events. 

ANSWER: Control 


